Synthetic biology is to apply engineering standards to the biology. It has two main aims; first to design and construct biological systems in order to extend the understanding of how they work, and second, to design biological systems for performing valuable tasks like medications synthesis and biofuels production. Due to the complex nature of the biological systems, and similar to the engineering fields, computational methods and computer aided design (CAD) tools, are required to handle this complexity. In this review, existing CADs, languages and data models for synthetic biology are explored. The goal is to provide an insight for the synthetic biologists to take advantage of the available computational tools and to find out the gaps to work on.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Synthetic biology is applying engineering standards to the biology. It has two main aims; first to plan and construct biological systems in order to enlarge the current comprehension of how they work, and second, to design biological systems to perform valuable tasks like microbes engineering to execute cancer tumors, medications synthesis economically by metabolic engineering, biofuels production, chemical material creation, bioremediation, business design, and chemical catalyzers design for novel reactions. 1, 2 Due to multiple scales, versatile and dynamic nature of biological systems and materials, computational methods and computer aided design (CAD) tools are required to handle this complexity. In the recent years, several CADs and programming languages for synthetic biology have been developed to support the design of new systems. These tools need to access the libraries of parts and query them. 1 Because the synthetic biology is an emerging field, there is only very few reviews on its computational tools. It means that, it is difficult for a researcher in the field to find out what kinds of tools are available and how to take advantage of them.
R. Weis et al. 3 explored the computational methods for synthetic biology. D. Chandran et al. 4 investigated the CADs. The existing programming languages in the field were reviewed by J. Beal et al. 5 The data models were discussed in M. Galdzicki et al. work. 6 A survey has been done by L. Kahl et al. to find out the technologies which are used by the synthetic biologists in their projects. 7 In this review, existing CADs, languages and data models for synthetic biology are explored. The goal is to provide a broad view of the current available computational facilities for synthetic biologists who intend to use them, as well as for the researchers who seek to propose new tools.
The advantage of the currecnt review, compared with the similar works, is that it integrates discussion on the CADs, languages and data models in one place. In addition, it aims to review more computational tools than the previous ones.
2.0 SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
Synthetic biology, a subfield within biological design concerned with engineering organisms to perform novel functions and develop the means by which organisms can be engineered easily and robustly, is a relatively young field with a large potential for growth. Much of the work in the field includes designing and constructing genetic circuitry, joining biological "parts" (e. g. Promoters, ribosome binding sites, and translated sequences) to form the basis for biological "devices," organisms that have an engineered, well-specified input-output behavior.
Synthetic biology attempts to modularize biology to make it tractable. Hence, it focuses on synthesis, abstraction, and standardization of biological components. Synthesis is creating reusable and modular parts (regularly as DNA segments). Abstraction is the implementation of synthesized parts by function instead of composition (e.g., "this is a promoter" instead of "this is ttgacagctagctcagtcctaggtataatgctagc") which can aid the design of more complex biological systems. Standardization means that every synthesized part and device is well-characterized, reproducible, and exchangeable. 8 Synthetic biology has the potential to transform how human beings interact with the environment and how they approach health. Traditional genetic engineering approaches to solving complex problems, typically focus on working on one or a few genes. Synthetic biology, by contrast, approaches these problems from a novel, engineering-driven perspective that focuses on wholesale changes to the existing cellular architectures and the construction of elaborate systems from the ground up. Synthetic biology has the potential to fabricate practical organisms that could clean hazardous waste in inaccessible places, to use plants to sense chemicals and respond accordingly, to produce clean fuel in an efficient and sustainable fashion, and to recognize and destroy tumors. Whether addressing an existing problem or creating new capabilities, effective solutions can be inspired by, but need not mimic, natural biological processes. These new designs can potentially be more robust or efficient than the original systems. 
3.0 CADS FOR SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
Comparable to other engineering fields like electrical and mechanical engineering, computer-aided design (CAD) has been proposed for synthetic biology. The goal of a synthetic biology's CAD (bioCAD) is to give a productive design flow to build and analyze biological systems. 4 However, there is a paramount difference between biology and other disciplines. First, mechanisms of living organism's functions are not understood thoroughly to make prescient tools. Second, there are not accepted engineering methods in biology. Third, the system's modeling must be done based-on the biological parts. Fourth, there is no accepted standard to define a biological part and to construct a system with multiple parts. There are lots of unresolved problems, like forming DNA secondary structures and interfering with host cell mechanisms.
Due to a large number of unknown parameters and lack of full comprehension of biological mechanisms, quantitative modeling is not possible in most of the cases and just qualitative descriptions are provided. Biological system design is mostly exploratory instead of a logical procedure.
A recent review on BioCADs has been done by D. Chandran et al. 5 . In their paper, the authors state that the design procedure in a CAD starts with a user-defined specification and continues up to entering the building process. According to their theory, an ideal design methodology includes five main stages: specification, design, analysis, composition of parts, and assembly. It is essential to note that feedback and iteration play important roles in the design process. Figure 1 illustrates this design methodology.
In the following sub-sections, major existing synthetic biology CADs are described briefly. Table 1 
BioJADE
BioJADE is the first implementation of abstract concept in genetic engineering and a tool to design genetic systems using graphical notations of genetic components. It is inspired by similar tools in electrical engineering. BioJADE key concept is "genetic component prototype": an abstract representation of a set of circuits (e.g. inverter) with similar function. BioJADE is able to translate the abstract representations to phenotypes and to simulate the resulted phenotypes. BioJADE developers built a database for genetic parts which finally evolved to MIT Registry of biological parts. 9 Despite interesting features, BioJADE does not include the following capabilities:
Finding the optimal combination of parts in a construct.
Clotho
Clotho is a design toolset for designing synthetic biological systems. It is inspired by Electronic Design Automation and its architecture is based-on the Platform-based Design (PBD 
DeviceEditor
DeviceEditor is a web-based and graphical bioCAD tool to simulate the visual whiteboard design process which is common in biological laboratories. DeviceEditor's main novelties are visual combinatorial library design, integration with DNA assembly automation, and a graphical user interface for the creation and modification of design specification rules. DeviceEditor provides prototype creation facility using standardized, functional, and visual abstractions. In addition, it is able to integrate with other bioCADs and software platforms. 
iBioSim
iBioSim is a tool for constructing synthetic biological systems which can be used for two purposes: to analysis a natural genetic circuit and to design a new synthetic genetic circuit. 13 To analysis a circuit, the following procedure must be pursued:
1. Gathering gene expression data (by means of for example microarrays). 2. Analyzing the data and generating the Genetic Circuit Model (GCM). a. GCM is a graphical specification language which describes a circuit at a higher level of abstraction than SBML, by including just the important species and resections. b. GCM tuple is: <S, P, G, I, Sd> i. S: Proteins. ii. P: Promoters. iii. G: Species that are produced by a promoter. iv. I: Influences of species on a promoter (A: activation, R: representation). v. Sd: These species only influence other species after forming a dimer. 3. Converting GCM to SBML to be ready for simulation tools. To design a new synthetic genetic circuit, the user starts with a GCM and modifies it iteratively to reach the desired behavior. IBioSim will generate the DNA sequence of the GCM.
j5
j5 is a web-based software tool which automates the design of scar-less multipart DNA assembly protocols including SLIC, Gibson, CPEC, and Golden Gate. The key innovations of the j5 design process are cost optimization, using DNA synthesis when it is cost-effective, the enforcement of design specification rules, hierarchical assembly strategies to remove likely assembly errors, and the instruction of manual or automated construction of scar-less combinatorial DNA libraries. These innovations save researchers time and effort, reduce the frequency of user design errors and off-target assembly products, decrease research costs, and enable scar-less multipath and combinatorial DNA construction of scales impractical without computer-aided design 14 .
ProMoT
ProMoT is a tool for modular model design. Genetic circuit design is done by placing biological parts on a canvas and by connecting them by means of "wires" that enable flow of signal carriers. ProMoT supports two different modeling approaches, qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative approach is a description of the system by logical equations where the quantitative method is based on differential algebraic equations (DAEs). The final code associated with a circuit, can be exported into MATLAB or SBML format (Level-1 and Level-2) to be simulated. 15, 16 
SynBioSS
SynBioSS is a tool for synthetic network construction. It builds a kinetic model of the desired construct, retrieves required kinetic information and simulates the model. The results are probability distributions of dynamic biological phenotype. The components of the SynBioSS are Designer, WIKI and Simulator which are described below: [17] [18] [19] 
4.0 LANGUAGES
The idea behind high-level languages is automating problem solving by connecting sub-problems' solutions. High-level languages hide details of programmers to bring accessibility (requiring less knowledge), scalability and reliability to the programming task.
5
A high-level language for bio-molecular systems is any system description language where the choice of actual parts may be left unspecified. There are a few developed languages, each one focuses on different aspects of design and automates different stages. Selecting a grammar for describing biological sequences is a trade-off between expressivity and the compilation complexity.
Despite their usefulness, high-level languages for synthetic biology have two main drawbacks as well:
1. The programmer gives up control of some aspects of the system. 2. The results are less efficient relative to hand-tuned designs. The most mature and well-known languages for synthetic biology are (from the lowest level to the highest level) GenoCAD, Eugene, GEC and Proto. Beside mentioned languages, there are other ones which are mentioned in a review on synthetic biology's languages by Beal J. et al. 5 Piegon is another recent language developed by S. Bhatia et al. 23 The major languages are described in the following subsections. A summary of the languages' features can be found in Table 2 .
Antimony
Antimony is a simple, modular and text-based language which allows the user to create and combine biological models. LibAntimony is a library which provides the facility for other softwares to transfer the Antimony modules to their own formats. Antimony syntax is based-on the Jarnac 24 
Eugene
Eugene is a programing language for synthetic biology which is inspired by languages like Verilog and VHDL. 
GEC
GEC is a language to represent the interactions between (potentially unspecified) proteins and genes in a modular way. Using GEC, the designer only should know the basic part types like RBS and determine the constraints (for example "at this point I need a negatively regulated promoter"). The compiler determines the actual parts from a DB. If there are several design options, GEC will find them and user can simulate them to select the best one and to refine the model by adding some constraints. Syntax and semantic definition of GEC is independent of choice of part types and properties, but translation to reactions is based on the part types and properties. 29 GEC has a database of parts with their properties and a database of reactions. Reactions in GEC are represented by Language for Biochemical Systems (LBS). 30 In addition, stochastic and deterministic simulations are available (using Systems Biology Workbench or third-party tools). A graphical tool is developed which includes a database editor, a GEC editor and a GEC compiler. 
GenoCAD
GenoCAD 31-37 is a framework, based-on the attribute grammars and is developed to:
Represent the biological functions of genetic parts. -Formalize the dependency of parts' functions on their context. -Translate a DNA sequence to a model to predict their behavior. GenoCAD includes a formal semantic model which represents the dynamics of the DNA sequence using attribute grammars. The proposed compiler translates the syntactic information coded by DNA sequences to a dynamic model of phenotype. The workflow of GenoCAD is as follows:
1. Converting the sequence to a series of genetic parts by lexer (scanner). 2. Checking the structural consistency of the sequence with the syntax by parser and generating pars trees for valid sequences.
3. Translating the sequence to a mass action model of the molecular reactions using the parse tree, attributes (properties of individual parts or combination of parts) and semantic actions (associated with the production rules).
Proto
Proto has proposed an automatic compilation technique to convert a high-level description into an abstract genetic regulatory network. The compiler optimizes the network and generates a simulation of it. For this purpose, Proto includes motif-based compilation. The networks are organized into a set of promoter-genes-terminator functional units. Each unit has a known input-output relation. Parts in units can be selected from a database in a way that are compatible with each other and with their input-output characteristics. Proto currently uses ODE for mathematical modeling, but in the future, stochastic modeling will be added. [38] [39] [40] Regarding the motif-based compilation, each primitive has an associated motif. To convert the graph to an abstract network, the compiler first replaces each operator/primitive with its motif and each edge and variables (of motifs) to a regulatory protein. Then, all are connected together. Choice of molecules and sequences is left which can be made by GEC, Eugene or MatchMaker.
Proto relation with other similar tools can be summarized as follows:
It can integrate with "assembly-level languages" like SBML, SBOL and CellML. -It simplifies model building of antimony, Little B and ProMoT. -It uses Eugene [26] [27] [28] and GenoCAD [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] to improve the analyzing and converting networks to physical implementation. Interfacing with other simulation and assembly tools. 3 GEC -A language to represent the interactions between potentially unspecified proteins and genes in a parameterized modular way. o The designer only should know the basic part types like RBS and determine the constraints (e.g. a negatively regulated promoter). The compiler determines the actual parts from a DB. o If there are several design options, GEC will find them and user can simulate them to select the best one. -Independence of the GEC's syntax and semantic definition of choice of part types and properties (but the translation to reactions is based on the partition types and properties). 
5.0 DATA MODELS
Because of the diversity and size of biological data (large number of components, interacting physically and chemically at multiple time and spatial scales) standardization is required to design and analysis synthetic biological circuits by means of computational tools. The case is similar to Bioinformatics field which can be a reference to learn from its successes and failures. 6 In the following sub-sections, available data models for synthetic biology are explored and a summary is presented in table 3.
Visual Representation Standards
Visual standards are required in the fields which use diagrams to exchange information. There are two approaches to define the required symbols 6 :
1. Selecting the used symbols in the community (e.g. SBGN (systems biology graphical notion) 41 ). 2. Creating new symbols (e.g. SBOLv 42 ).
Software Data Models
Most of the synthetic biology's softwares, have their own data model and use import and export functions to support standard formats. Some of them have standards which allow adding customs information (e.g. GeneBank and SBML). However, there are some softwares with completely different data models, so they cannot use standard formats. Examples are TinkerCell (diagrams) and GenoCAD (grammars). 
SBOL
SBOL is proposed by "Synthetic Biology Data Exchange Group". The goal is describing data in a standard but extensible outline to make the electronic information exchange possible. SOBL is the successor of ProBol (Provisional BioBrick Language), an initial attempt at defining a minimal data model for BioBrick repository entries. 1, 6 SBOL includes two main projects: SBOL-Semantic and SBOL-Visual. 42 SBOL-Semantic uses information technology for data on the web. Its base is a core ontology which is a set of fundamental synthetic biology concepts and their relationships including Part, Sequence Features and Assembly Standards, as well as how they connect to each other. The ontology conforms to the W3C recommended technology for semantic web (RDF/OWL) and it is written in OWL, the W3C standard for ontology definition.
SBOL-Visual (SBOLv) 42 is a symbolic representation based on symbols which are already in use in the community. The most important feature of a standard is reducing the ambiguities such as synonymy (multiple terms for the same concepts) and homonymy (one symbol for multiple concepts). The key contribution of SBOL is limiting the number of symbols for a concept. The metric for the success of a standard is the amount of community's acceptance. Regarding the use of SBOL in tools like Clotho, DeviceEditor, GenoCAD, SynBioSS and TinkerCell, it could be considered successful. 1
Visual representation standards
Visual standards in order to use diagrams for exchanging the information.
SBOLv
2 Software data models Data models which are designed specifically for each software.
TinkerCell' diagrams, GenoCAD's grammar 3 SBOL The successor of ProBol and a modeling approach to describe data in a standard but extensible outline.
SBOL-Semantic, SBOL-Visual (SBOLv)
6.0 DISSCUSSION
Regarding the data models for synthetic biology, it seems that tools designers are shifting gradually from software-specific data models to the standard models like SBOL. It makes interoperability between softwares even more possible.
According to the mentioned design methodology (Figure 1) , the tools and languages explored in this paper, can be categorized based-on the stage that they can be used for. The designer only should know the basic part types and determine the constraints. The compiler determines the actual parts from a DB.
Being dependent on the availability of detailed chemical reaction models with precisely quantified rate constants.
4 GENOCAD -Proving a web-based user interface. -Using the attribute grammars to formalize the biological circuit definition.
Being unfamiliar to non-computer Science users.
5 PROTO -Choice of molecules and sequences can be made by GEC, Eugene or MatchMaker.
-
Integration capability with some other languages.
Relatively hard to learn.
7.0 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Computational approaches and tools are vital for the success of the emerging field of synthetic biology. Several tools have been proposed and are already in use in the community. In-depth understanding of such kind of tools provides opportunities for the synthetic biologists to fully take advantage of them, and for the researchers and developers to find the gaps which need to be filled. The major difficulty in proposing and designing computational tools for biology is that there are not recognized methods in biology itself as well as full understanding of the biological behavior. Hence collaborative efforts in the community could be effective to tackle such difficulties.
